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Fletcher's The Pilgrim as Adapted by Vanbrugh
I. Introduction
A. Manners Comedy
1. Definition
2. Background
(Growth of Sentimentality
and Origin (Love of Spectacle
(Changes in Theatre Practice
(Modification in view-point
B. Vanbrugh 's Puroose
II. Changes in Form and Arrangement
A. Scenic - Distribution,
B. Language, Spelling and
C. Changes Tending Toward
Stage Direction and Costume
Abbreviations
ixoansion*
III. Content Changes
A. Omissions
B. Additions
C. Changes Within
1
2
5
4
5
Alplionso
Alinda
Juletta
Pedro
Roderigo
Typical Holes
(The Heavy Father)*
(The Clever Maiden in Love)
(The Soubrette)
(The Romantic Hero)
(The Brave Soldier)
IV. Conclusion (Summary)
A. Vanbrugh f s Reasons for His Adaptations
B* Vanbrugh' s Purpose in Making His Adaptations
C. The Result of the Adaptations and their effect upon
the Play
*See 0. L. Hatcher, John Fletcher; A Study in Dramatic Method, pp. 70-71
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vffletoner's The Pilgrim as Adaptec, toy Van'orugh
Foreword
The purpose of this thesis is
To enumerate by type, the adaptations Vanbrugn has made;
To note ho;.1 these changes affected the play as a whole:
To conclude from this data
"Vanbrugh 1 s purpo se
:
Vanbrugh f s success in carrying out his aesign.
The changes cited in this thesis have been complied from a line
for line comparison of the roies indicated; and by means of a similar
comparison carried on in other types of adaptations - omission, addi-
tion, paraphrase, etc.
Changes in Form and Arrangeme at (1.3; 1-2-3) are here set
forth in detail more for the purpose of indicating "one rcind of stuuy
expended upon the entire play than from the belief that the enumeration
of mechanistic details is of intrinsic importance.
X . A • M •
•
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Fletcher's The ftiigrim as Adapted by Yanbrugh
1. Introduction
A. Manners Comedy
1. Definition and Origin
Before taking ir? the discussion of this comeoy, it may
be well to Unit and define comedy of the manners school, and to
point some differences between it and the schools from which it
snrang.
1
Nicoll says that the manners comedy is hard to define
but that it invariably includes —
One pair of witty lovers;
Women as emancipated as the man;
Free an graceful dialogue;
Refined cynicism;
'.it predominant over plot;
Lack of crude realism;
Lack of emotionalism; characteristics which
produce a comedy of intrigue.
Dobre'e , in enumerating the English souaces of Restoration
2
Comedy states that in point of content it is wholly English and
that it includes - - -
Comtempt for love an marriage;
A portrayal of the fashionable life of the time;
Ruch going about, especially out of doors;
Bursuit of ladies by gentlemen;
Meetings in parks and public places;
The use of sedan chairs;
Formal dance and song for their on sake.
1. Allard. ce Hi coll, Restoration Drama from 1660 - 170 Caa.bri ge
University Press 1925: p. 185
2. Bonamy Dobree, Restoration Comedy
,
Oxford Press, 1924: p. 55
•
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I A 2. The literary background which produced Vanbrugh has its
origin in the works of Jonson and of Beaumont and Fletcher, as is
shown by an ©numeration of the plays enacted from the opening of
the theatres in 1660 to the union of the Duke's Players with King's
1
in 1682. If a list of these plays were taken, it would form the
basis of the type of lighter play written from 1660 to 1700.
J! 2Critics agree that this type includes, in addition to the humour -
character oi Jonson, a new set of eccentrics fops, affected
ladies and bullies; all of Which were to be made typical as Jonson
had typified the humour . In plays like The Pilgrim , Fletcher had
begun the process. Graceful abandon, disregard for hiritanic morals
and subservience of plot to dialogue all occur in this play. Intrigue,
in Which the play abounds, may be traced to the Spanish influence in
general and to Lope ae Vega in particular. In Fletcher *s day the
stages of London and I.Iadrid were not without their points of contact
and resemblance. The English gentleman might ridicule Spanish
punctilio and the absurd attitude of the Spanish grandee toward his
women - folk, but he was sufficiently close to the Spanish tradition
of aristocracy to appreciate its ideas of honor and dishonor, Gallantr
was present in London life, ana if jealousy was absent it was because
the temperament of the English 17th century courtier was intellectual
rather than emotional.
1. Allardyce NIcoll, Restoration Drama from 1660 - 1700, Cambridge IT.
Press 1826; pp. 168-9
2. Nicoll, ibid. p. 170
Archer, The Old Drama and the New, Boston 192 -
,
p • ol
Felix ?. Schelling, English Drama, N.Y. 1914 pp. 180-1
•
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As manners comedy then, Vanbrugh' s The Pilgrim is English in
„ 1
content as limited by Dobree. That the action consists in intrigue
and is Spanish in inspiration is cue to the similarity in purpose
2
manifest by the various writers of the The Pllgr^im , Lope's purpose was
that of meeting the various demands made upon his inventive genius by
a public craving novel impression. Hatcher comments at some length
on the remarkable agreement between the temper of Fletcher ana that of
his age and his audience. Vanbrugh, courtier and King's architect,
likewise knew his age ana his public • '.hat more natural than that as
an avocation, he should aaapt a play replete with manners traits?
I A 2. Consciously or unconsciously Vanbrugn had his finger on the
pulse oi nis audience.
(a) He knew that its members reflected the temper oj. the age and
that certain ideas and practices indispensable in Fletcher's day .ere out
of date in his own. One of these ideas was the growth of sentimentality—
a by-product no doubt, of Puritanism ana its opposition to the frankness
of Lestoration ti-iCS. This fram-mess repressea, took tne form of
sentimentality — of sympathy even, for the veriest rake; a quality which
appears generally in late restoration plays, those of Vanbrugh not excepted
(b) Another characteristic of the age was the love of spectacle ; of
song, dance and masque forms for tne sake of music and color alone. " ith
the growth of these elements, pure dramatic values necessarily decliaed
in importance a fact illustrated in The Pilgrim which, in Fletcher's
version, closes in orthodox dramatic form; with the love-interest happily
and consistently evident. Vanbrugh not only submerges the close of this
love-story beneath songs and dances irrelevant to the play, out adds a
1. ilee page 5. supra.
2. Sir Adolphus W. V.ard, English Dramatic Literature to the Death of
Queen Anne. IT.Y. 1899 V. 2. P. 754
5. 0. L. Hatcher, John Fletcher; A Study in Dramatic method; Chicago
1905; pp. ob-9
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secular masque by Dryden*; so that the final impression left by the
adaptation is not that of Alinda and Pedro united, but that of the quips
tossed back and forth between Diana, Mars, and Venus, titular deities
representing the late Stuart monarchs.
(c.) A more localized influence in Yanbrugh f s adaptation is his
sense of what is good theatre . From his sojourn in France, fr is
association with court .Life and theatrical producers; possibly from
his study of architecture, Yanbrugh was conversant with the changes which
had occurred in the physical structure of the Restoration stage, Nov;
that it had retreated — become a picture-frame so to speak, behind its
proscenium arch now that it was better equipped scenically and
mechanically, the excellence of a performance depended less on the
literary qualities of a play than on the facility with which it was
presented.
(d.) A fourth type of change which he found necessary was the
modification of charac ter incident to the bringing of Fletcher's
characters up to date. The heavy father must be given new oaths and
a different attitude toward his daughter and her relationship to him.
The daughter herself must be modified into the sentimental heroine
expected in Yanbrugh' s day. The maid-servant must become more adroit
in speech, more versatile in her use of the comic, more charming and
therefore more conspicuous as a comedian. The hero must be more neroic;
no less melancholy but much more neroic. his persecutions and his stoical
endurance of them are to be brought home vividly to his audience*
Therefore Pedro must continue to suffer indignities, but in more rapid
succession his neroic qualities presumably, increasing in direct
1
ratio with the sum of his accumulated wrongs. ..ith respect to villains
in general and Roderigo particular,
*Sprague A. C. , Beaumont & Fletcher on the Restoration Stage pp. 90-1
1. Yanbrugh deletes entire speeches in Pedro's role, but omits none of
the misfortunes which befall him.
2. See Ward (Above, p. 7) Note, ibid, Y.2 p. 706
•
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Vanbrugh has comparatively little to do by way of adaptation: an indic-
ation that of the five typos modified, that of trouble-maker and plot-
complicator required ti e least re-working of any.
From his own nen we have the avowal that -
1
"Sermons have never borne the Price of Flays "—and that his
2
purpose in at least one of his efforts is to make men "forget their
wives and taxes." If lie believed that the stage has a moral purpose,
his method, that of showing his audience "what they ought not to do",
is consistent, and closely allied with his purpose*
..'..atever Vanbrugh f s motive was inchoosing The Pilgrim to
4
adapt, he has the sanction of the later criticism. Sprague emotes
5
Coleridge who says - "The Pilgrim holds first place among the Lust -
Spiele of Beaumont and Fletcher .. .which collectively, are their happiest
performance. . .only inferior to Shakespeare in As You Like It and Twelfth
Night .
*
Another slant on Vanbrugh* s purpose in revising The Pilgrim
6
comes from Chetwood*s General History of The Stage quoted by Sprague,
who says that Vanbrugh "...alters and revis'd (it) for Mrs. 01 field
who, in the role of the iLlinda. • .charmed it into a run of many suc-
7
cessive Lights." A third reason is offered by Cibber, ..ho describes
the play as "revived" in 1700, for Dryden's benefit.
Gee Batcher j ibid. pp. 70-4 Clever .aiden in Love, sentimental hero and
brave soldier; of the two other types adapted by Vanbrugh (soubrette
and heavy father) Hatcher does not write.
1. Prologue to . esop , nonesuch Vol.2
2. Prologue to The Relapse , I [onecugj Vol.2
3. Vindication to The Relapse
4. ,. C. Sprague, Beaumont and Fletcher on the Restoration Stage,
Harvard U. Press 1926; p. 244
5. Literary Remains 315
6. p. 95
7. Apology 1740, p. 221-22
•
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This, Dryden confirms in a letter to Mrs. Steward dated April
11th, 1700, in which he says that "within this moneth. . .there will
by play'd for coy profit, an old play of Fletcher 1 s. . . The Pilgrim by
my good friend Vanbrook. . . to which I have added a new masque and
am to add a prologue and an epilogue."
2
Cf characterizations as allied with purpose Palmer says..
He (Vanbrugh) accepted the manners convention. . .but learned it with an
element of feeling and pleasure of an old dog playing iff ith hell-fire...
Promiscuous gallantry is no longer a matter of course (but) it is a
yielding to temptations." Hazlitt, in his fourth j.ec«ure on The English
3
Comic liters says -
His best jokes are practical devices, not epigrammatic conceits..
he has more nature than art; ..hat he does best he aoes because he
cannot help it."
This play as a subject for adaptation may have possessed
another feature which recommended it to Taiibrugn; namely its relative
4
freedom from that "bawdHess and iiamorality" for which Collier had so
1. A. C. Sprague, Beaumont and Fletcher on the Restoration Stage.
Harvard^ U. Press 1926 pp. 90-91
2. Jonn Palmer, The Comedy of Ilonners p. 224, Lonaon 1923
3. V/illiam Hazlitt, Lectures on -nglish Comic -.Vriters, London 1619
4. S-ort View, London, 169o
_
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1
savagely attacked The Relapse . Barricaded within his churchly
rights, Collier fought With the arrogance which emboldens those
who are assured of no resistance. Vanbrugh's midale-class
ancestry here triumphed over his manners environment, leaving
him with no reply to Collier as a moralist. In any case,
Vanbrugh's patience with "morality" must have been pretty well
exhausted and it is probable that when he gave up writing and turned
to adaptation for a change he had in mind the evasion of
responsibility for crimes he might find himself guil ty of.
In short The Pilgrim , remantic in setting if not in
execution, must have spelled relief from the unsought-for moral
debates occasioned by the composition of the pure manners type.
Obvious it is that both versions of The Pilgrim together
with Jacobean and Restoration comedy, had certain traits in
2
common. They are
1. A cynical attitude toward marriage and sex^
2. Veiled or outright obscenity)
3. Personal, pointed wit;
1. Collier aevotes 21 pages of the Short View - (ibid pp. 211-52)
to an arrogant ana partially irrelevant criticism of Vanbrugh's
The Relapse
,
brought out at Drury Lan e in 1696.
2. John Harold Wilson The Influence of Beaumont and Fletcher on
Restoration Drama, Ohio State U. Press, 1928
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4. ^tock situations of intriguej
o. Stock characters, especially wild gallants and
witty mistresses. -.rtif iciai setting, artificial characters...
in a series of amorous intrigues .. .uttering cynical, gay, often
suggestive dialogues - such is fletcher and sucn is Vanorugh.
Jitn these similarities granted, it is our purpose from this point
to cite differences and to note their effect in changing the
character of the adaptation.
•
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1. Vanbrugh's Adaptations
A, Introduction
1 Llanners Comedy, etc.
2 Vanbrugh's Purpose
In adapting The Pilgrim Vanbrugh had no theory to illustrate
1
and no moral to expand, Dobree, in his preface "go the NQnesuoh edition
of Vanbrugh's works says that Yanbrugh wrote plays as ne aiu letters;
and that he probably gave no more preparation xo xne one xhan ne did
2
to 'cue other. Palmer says of Vanbrugh's first play — It ( The Relapse )
was written as a jeu d'esprit . . , his sensible, blunt Humour refused to
credit xne lasting reformation of Cibber's hero... within a few weeks
he posxea. xo Drury Lane the (sequel) that would logically ensue from
3
(the situation) at the fall of Gibber's curtain. Palmer later speaks
about... nis post at xne Board of Works; nis appointment as Glarencieu-x
herald; nis archiXectural duties at Blenhein and Greenwich Hospital,
together with his private building comiaissions^all of which could not
have left much time in which xo work out an ela orate or serious career
in letters.
The facx that he cnose such a play to adapt inc. ic^tes his
joyous temper, his love of Life and is willingness to leave it much as
he found it.
1. Volume 1. p. XIX
2. John Palmer: The Comedy of Manners, London 1923; p. 204
3. Ibid, p. 205 j See "Introduction?
*•
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II Changes in Form and Arrangement
A. In point of scenic arrangement Vanbrugh often deviates from
Fletcner.
In Act I both authors introduce but two scenes, and the speeches
in one version parallel those in another until the close or tne act;
at which point the spirited dialogue between Alinda and Juletta about
love and husbands — a dialogue which Fletcher must have considered
spirited, amusing and interesting, to judge from tne position he
accorded it — Vanbrugh^ as has been said, omits entirely; thereby
shortening the scene by six long speeches.
In Act I, scene 2 the scenic arrangement and stage directions
are parallel until the close of the act where Fletcher's version
stretches into a length greater by nine speeches tftan that of the
adapted form.
Act II opens, according to Fletcher, in "A Room in the Castle".
Vanbrugh specifies no such limited environment, but from the c o ntext of
his play we may as sum. that he intends e action to be staged in the
same way as that of Fletcher. Vanbrugh closes scene 1 on a half-finished
sentence spoken by Alpnonso, whereas Fletcher has drawn out the same
scene much longer so as to enable Alpnonso to attempt a second time,
to make Juletta tell him where Alinda is.
Fletcher opens scene 2 in "A Forest" — Enter Hod and Four Ourla\.s
.
Vanbrugh tells us what characters enter but again leaves us in the dark
as to where he v. ants the action to take place. Because Act II calls
for no change in background, it has no formal scenic division, which runs
the number of speeches in each version to U55 and 155, respectively.
At this point it is necessary to say, in the interest of coherence,
that Vanbrugh docs not follow Fletcher's scenic arrangement in Act III,
though he keep& almost to his speech and action.
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Fletcher's scenes are snort, numbering speeches as follows
:
Scene 1 19
"2 1
" 3 53
" 4 37
5 110
» 6 100
320
Vanbrugh arranges Apt III into three scenes containing speeches,
as follows;
Scene 1 110
"2 9 '
" 3 89
In Act III the scene is "The Same", to Which Yanbrugh blithely
adds, Enter Roderigo, Lopez and Three Outlaws . The first nineteen
speeches are parallel in action and, in the original, ooi&prise the
first scene.
Fletcher's scene 2 shifts so as to take place "Before the
Dwelling of tne Outlaw in the Forest". Vanbrugh does not change
scenes for this bit of action, but continues Fletcher's lines and
characterization, so that in his version sp. s 20-22 inclusive parallel
scene 2 in the original.
For scene 3, Fletcher shifts to "Another Fart of the Forest" —
renter Sejberto and Curio . Yanbrugh brings tne characters on stage
but does not change scenes. In his adaptations, sp. s 22-53 inclusive
parallel Fie t crier's scene 3.
Scene 4 "Before tne Cabin of the Outlaws" — loiter Jaques and
First outlaw — parallels Yanbrugh* s so.'s 55-67.
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Scene 5, "Segovia: A Street" — Enter Pedro ana the Third
entieman — , is designated by Vanbrugh as Scene 2, "Segovia". The
actions are parallel though Fletcher has one scene more than Vanbrugh
finds necessary.
Scene 6, " A Mad-House in The Same City" — Enter two Keepers —
,
is described in Vanbrugh as, Scene 3, Enter tv/o Keepers , Neither
acoion nor dialogue are cnanged.
In .let IV Fletcher designatess"A High Road before the City" —
Enter ailphonso and a Gentleman ana Juletta, apart . Vanbrug . tas it:
Enter AlDho-iso and a G-entlemen--Juletta follows in unseen .
Shortly after, Fletcher directs, Enter Alinda disguised as the
She-Fool , which Vanbrugh abridges into, Enter Alinda as a Fool .
Of scene 2 "Near the Out Skirts of a Village", Vanbrugh makes
short work in that after Juletta *s exit (on sp. 34) he continues with
the same background and embodies his stage direction in the terse, Enter
Hoderigo
,
thereby combining Fletcher* s scenes 1 and 2 into scene 1. Sub-
sequent entrances and exits within the scene folio® the order used by
Fletcher.
After sp . 5b Vanbrugh opens scene 2 — ...nter Alf.honso, Master and
Keepers—much earlier than Fletcher, who, though he has apportioned
the intervening action in tWO scenes as against Vanbrugh *s one, still
is not ready for scene 3 until the recitation of nine additional speeches.
From this point both scenic arrangement and dialogue are parallel to the
end of the scene.
For Act V Fletcher dresses out his stage directions in Latin,
"Actus QuintuP , Scena Prima", after whieh outburst, he reverts to English
to get his actors on stage.
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In scorn of so scholarly a pretention Vanbrugh says baldly
Act V: Enter J^eberto and Curi o. After Nine speeches Fletcher
brings in Scene II : Enter Juletta, Alinda Yanbrugh after speech 9
enters the same characters but delays his scenic division through
speech 'o'd until Fletcher's Scene III . Dialogue and action run parallel
until scenes IV and III respectively, are finished, from which point,
though they start parallel, they rush ahead and fall behind in a bewil-
dering fashion, though in the adapted version no new material is
introduced (expected for illiii&a's song mention later)* ); and the
scenes close on the same respective episode. ~s in --ct IV Vanbrugh *s
and Fletcher's lines respectively are parallel in action as are VI
and V,
A variation in arrangement occurs in Act II, Scene I v.hen Yanbrugh
changes the question, A pup,:: it pilgrim ? into an aside — a Puppit ~11grim.
Generally, Vanbrugh 's asides follow those of Fletcher, as do his
entrances and exits.
In the matter of costume neither writer specifies anytiling more
definite than the type of character would naturally demand. This is
true also of the disguises called for by each.
B. Certain minor changes in language .vorthy of mention are Yanbrugh*
s
use of the spelling doa t for Fletcher 1 s dote
;
Aiphoaso's use of flirt in
sense of flurt and his coining the work xeckle .
In Alinda* s fortune-telling song Act IV, sc II, Vanbrugh designates
the abstractions Repentance and Sorrow as Gent lemen instead of Gentle
women a change which may have been intentional or a slip due to
carelessness.
In general, Vanbrugh is less careful than Fletcher both in stage
1. Though the action is parallel, Yanbrugh has it in five scenes as
against Fletcher's six.
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direction and spelling. In at least one instance Vanbrugh has
character speaking on-stage without having brought him back from a
recent exit.
Vanbrugh* s promiscuous use of capitals can only be characterized
as eccentric. Verbs and sometimes other parts of speech are so treated,
as well as the common nouns already referred to. However, Vanbrugh
is consistent in that he likes to capitalize that word which in the
spoken version, should receive the emphasis. His capitalization then,
however weird from the standpoint of .iterary accuracy, when viewed as
a guide to interpretation is understandable.
Uniformity in the use of abbreviated forms does not trouble
Vanbrugh, For Alphonso, he uses Alp
,
Alp « Alph . and Al . First Outlaw
he usually writes as I Out , etc. Tnough on occasion he writes the
designation in full: a contrast with Fletcher who adopts a given
abbreviation and sticks to it.
V. ith the exception of the changes in scene distribution
2
noted above Vanbrugh follows Fletcher almost to the letter. Tie
is careless about stage-direction just as he is not uniform in his
choice of abbreviations.
Differences in this respect as in those of adaptation are what
might be expected to exist in the work of a layman as compared with
the work of a professional writer.
1. See below p. 45 where mention is noted of Pedro's speaking without
having been brought back from a previous exit.
2. p. 15
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II C
Vanbrugh ' s Ac ap ta t ions
C. Changes Tending Toward Expansion.
The first expansion in Act I occurs v.nen Yanbrugh expands Alinda'S
dialogue with tJie two piigriras. Obviously, this expansion exists lor
the purpose of rendering her lines informal ratner than of changing
their meaning. In content they are the equivalent of the lines of
Fletcher; in expression they amount to an expanded paraphrase.
Aside from the instances of expansion mentioned elsewhere; the
other roles in Act I are expanded only as the exigensies of the change
from blank verse to prose demand.
In Act II, sp. 3, Alphonso's tirade against Alindals abductor,
grows from three to six lines, but in this case the expansion includes
the content in sp.s 5 and 7 of Fletcher 's version, as that the change
is as much paraphrase at it is expansion.
Changes in Act III which enlarge the context without changing the
action of the nlay, occur in the speeches of Seberto and AlLshonso, of
which the latter furnish a good example, Fletcher's version is (sp.50,)
Come, iet T s go in, and let me get my clothes on.
If e'er I stay here more to be tiius martyr 'd
Did ye meet tne wench? while that of Yanbrugh prefixes a reaction
of Alphonso to the foregoing; tnus
That Rogue, the very boy, no doubt on't, that haunted me all ~:ight.
I wish I had him, he has played my heart out. But come, let's go in, and
let me get my clothes; if I stay here any longer to be martyr *d thus,
I'll beget another daughter. ><here is that Jewel? Have you met ner yet?
an expansion which not only paraphrases tne original but adds more
tnan a hint of cnoler to alphonso 's irascible behavior.
1. Act III Scene 4
2. Act III Scene 1, sp. 77
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In Act III (sps. 57 and 87 resp.,} Yanbrugh makes authentic
additions to the lines of Juletta in which she adds to tiie original a
statement of her vindictive intentions with regard to Aiphonso. The
two speeches are
Fletcher Yanbrugh
As he hunts her, so I'll hunt him; What a fright have I put 'era in..
1*11 claw him. a brave hurly-burly;
Now will I see If I can cross her I f faith if this do out bolt him,
footing. I'll be with him again, with a
Yet still I'll watch his water, he new part , , • „ . *
shall pa^ for it. As he hurts her, I'll hunt him;
And \;hen he thinks most malice and no Jox with a kennel of
means worse. Hounds at his Tail ever had such
I'll make him see the mare's the a time on't.
better horse* tJ
A comparison of Yanbrugh' s expansions one with another ..ill show
that he often adds such lines as the foregoing additions for the purpose
of achieving the informality consistent with his more realistic version
of the piece.
In Act IV, scene I, four of the speeches accorded Pedro are expanded
without changing his characterization in the least. Slightly later in
the same act, Hoderigo T s acknowledgement of Pedro's superiorit};*" is an
instance in which Yanbrugh uses expansion in order to ad a heroic tinge
to a role in need of such glorification. Hitherto Roderi
g
o has been
shown as more than a little despicable — hardly worthy of so noble an
adversary as the exemplary Pedro. Now he is given lines which transform
his role into one worthy of appearing as foil no that of the noble
Pilgrim.
1. Act IV scene 1
•
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Blow, Blow, thou winter wind etc. Late in the same scene the
lines of the Welshman (sp.s 7 7 and 75. resp. ), are expanded in much
the same way. Vanbrugh also here employs the use of dialect a device
which Fletcher dispenses with.
The lines of tr_e Second Citizen"*" are treated to this verbal
2
expansion while Alinda^in addition to Fletcher T s allotment is given
an extra quatrain to recite to Pedro.
In speech 4 of scene 6, the ...aster of the mad-House is given a
different cnaracterization by the new version. His respective speecnes
3
follow
"I care not Sir; nor will not: I believe you,
And will restore him up: had I known sooner
H*ad been a neighbor and the man you speak him,
(Though as I live; he carried a wild seeming,)
My Service and myself nad both attended him.
How I have us f d him let him speak." and
"Gentlemen, you nave satisfied me and 1*11 release him.
Tho* I must confess, whether you'd call it madness or not, I believe a
little more of our discipline wou'd do the old Gentleman a Kindness. But
1*11 dispute no longer. You shall have him. "
In expanding r6M.es, Vanbrugh 1 s purpose is apt to be specific rather
than general. In the foregoing discussion it may be seen that he expands
rdies for the same reason that he cuts and modifies them; i.e., to enhance
a given trait of character, to familiarize a speech and too bring a r6le
into artistic balance with its foil. In any case his general purpose is
that of turning out a popular play.
1. Act Y, scene 1, sps 6 and b resp.
2. Ibid. sp. 22
5. Ibid. sps. 4 p. 158
m
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III Content Changes
A. Omissions
The terra omissions as here used includes not only incidents in
plot but also several speeches of which Yahbrugh made no use whatsoever.
Although a casual reading might leave the impression that Yahbrugh passed
over but little of the material which Fletcher had left for his use, read
ing for the purpose of making a definite comparison, shows that Yanbrugh
omitten details in construction and dialogue with some discrimination.
1
His first omission of any length occurs in Act I, sp. 65 in which
Fletcher's heroine ..as given thirteen lines in v/hion to convince the hero
that she really k.^ew and understood men
—
particularly his type of man.
Vaxibrugh * s heroine is compelled to withhold this chance to display her
skill in exuding sympathy from every pore. In each case, however, Alinda
gets her maaj from which it might be concluded that in Fletcher's day
pilgrim-lovers liked 'em sympathetic whereas in Vanprugh's time they
did not.
? previous snort omission, that of sp. oww in which Alinda
permits Juletta to observe, "\vou*d he could stir me too! I like his
shape well," might indicate that between the two extremes of the c©utOry
in which these mar. s ..ere portrayed, there was a change in favor of less
flippancy in the comments that a lady would permit nor woman to make about
her lover.
A bit of condensation not treated under an;, of the head hgs used,
occurs at the Deginning of Act II scene 1 v.nerein Vanbrugh coi.aenses
four speeches by Curio ana Seberto into one speech by Seberto. Both men
adaress conciliatory remarks designed to calm the towering rage of Alphonsq
all of which Yanbrugh implies in Seberto' s, "Fray be more moderate."
1. Nonesuch Editlan, London 1912 V.2
2. Dycc, kot 1
•
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In Act II, Vanbrugh omits Alphonso's offer of a neis petticoat to
Juletta If she will inform him as to the whereabouts of his daughter*a bribe
which Fletcher *s Juletta refuses with fine scorn. Kad bribes to servants
gone out by Vanbrug 1 s time? In any case this omission . doe s serve to make
Juletta more of the true soubrette—light-hearted, alert to any advantage
either to herself or to her mistress; whereas her high-handed and virtuous
refusal of the bribe gives the first Juletta a taint of holier-than-thou,
pleasantly absent in Vanbrugh* s adaptation. One conclusion to be drav/n
from the foregoing is that Vanbrugh and his new Puritan audience v;ere
squeamish about fathers who of f .red bribes to maids end still more Squeanish
about maics who accepted them.
If to Vanbrugh* s audience bribes and accepting them were not
au fait, neither v,ere blandishments and cajolery. This change in attitude
1
is indicated by the omission of a dialogue of ten speeches in which
Alphonso tries a second time, in vain, to ..nduce Juletta to tell him where
Alinda is; or at least, how she escaped without anybody T s knowing it. Aside
from the fact that _s remarks are stereotyped and disgusting and that
those of the maid are stereotyped and prudish, the entire incident is out
of tone With the atmosph ere of Vanbrugh* s comedy. By the omission of these
two incidents the play is raised from tragi-comedy into true comedy. In
short, Fletcher's version carries a dash of viciousness which Vanbrugh
invariably plucks out of both lines and characterization.
Iii Act II scene 1 Roderigo T s remarks about the aewest captive of the
out-law band are so condensed as to imply on omission. His speech is dut
from nine to three lines but the sense thereof is distributed among
additional speakers, members of his band, all of whom both authors find it
necessary to n_ve on-stage. This redistribution of iines among lesser
actors makes for better stage-craft in that it serves to shorten the lines
of the principals—with Fletcher always in danger of becoming over-long
—
1. The dialogue referred to closes Act I of Fletcher's version.
••
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and to maintain balance among the spoken parts.
Of speech 40, in Fletcher's version, Vanbrugh keeps not a trace.
1
Pedro utters these thirteen lines or so in the best approved style of
ranting about Spanish honour and its attendant trappings. Tnat a man
about to be hanged, even by his dearest enemy, would voice such sentiments,
seems to use the height of absurdity; but Fletcher draws out this bit of
the play in a way which would indicate that he considered it not only a
good speech for its own sake, but also for its dramatic value. The fact
that Vanbrugh omits it entirely is an indication that both he and his
audience found it as tiresome as would an audience of today.
In the same scene Vanbrugh omits a short speech by the First Outlay;,
who, as he places the halter around Pedro T s neck, is supposed to engage
in chatter intended no doubt, to divert the mind of the prisoner from the
gloomy fate in store for him. Vanbrugh may have omitted this speech for
one or both of two reasons: first, that it contains a reference to a
E rench-t icicadel , whatever that is; and second, such by-play on the occasion
in question must have seemed to Vanbrugh as inappropriate' . s it does
to us; all of which might be taken to imply that between the respective
ends of the seventeenth century, the average audience came to take its
stage-hanging seriously and with much interluding of sentimentality.
2
Pedro's "Farewell, sleep, peace, all that are human comforts"
is a little too much for Vanbrugh' s audience to take seriously, so the
adapter omits this passage, thereby depriving his hero of a fine
histrionic bit and a chance to bring tears to the eyes of his matinee wor-
shippers who, in Fletcher's day, must have waited, handkerchiefs poised,
for this heart-rending sentiment,
1. Act II scene 2
2. Ibid sp.55

l
Sp. 70 spoken "by the hero and in the same vein, is also
denied the ears of those who would purge their emotion through
2
sympathetic accord with a suffering hero; while speech 86, a
modest request from the same character that his carcass he
buried and not left to vultures and such-like beasts, is an
omission which for reasons of sanitation and neatness, Vanbrugh
might well have considered using.
In justice to the omitted Jacques, it should be said that
he promised to see Pedro safely under ground.
Koderigo's attempt to bribe the Boy (^linda) has been
mentioned. Bribes, whether of lands, money, or preference,
seem to have passed into disfavor by Vanbrugh 1 s time.
That omissions continue to play their part in character-
ization is indicated by Vanbrugh 1 s decision to dispense with
Roderigo's flamboyant--
Sirrah, I scorn my finger should be 'filed with
thee
And yet I'll have it done; this child shall
strangle thee;
A crying girl, if she were here, should
3
master thee,--
a bit of restraint which saves Roderigo from something danger-
ously near caricature, and indicates that Vanbrugh may have pos-
sessed a more balanced sense of humor ' than some of his severer
critics would like to admit.
1. Act II scene 2
2. Ibid.
3. Act II scene 1 sp. 106
*
5)
Omissions by Vanbrugh of Fletchers peculiarities in
language are not frequent, but they occur. A case in point
1
is Vanbrugh' s omission of Pedro's use of gulph in the sense
2
of need ; another is Lopez' use of jigabob in the sense of
mess or pretty kettle of fish ; a third is Roderigo's reference
' 3
to this roguy box
,
by which he means to indicate the jewel-box
taken from the Boy (Alinda), impressed to act as hangman to
Pedro. Perhaps Vanbrugh did not know what a rcguy box was J
4
A little later, he writes boy for lackey-boy .
Vanbrugh' s use of the omission to shorten and give point
to the speeches in a minor role is illustrated by the speeches
5
of Curio, which he cuts from four to one line. By the simple
omission of Juletta's thou snotty-nosed scabl , addressed to
Alinda (the Boy) in Fletcher's version, he brings her address
much nearer our idea of what a lady's maid might say in similar
circumstances; just as his numerous omissions of the appendage
wench from Alinda 's lines to Juletta, from our standpoint at
least, lessens the crudity in her mode of expression and raises
our estimate of her accordingly.
6
The omitted speeches of the First Outlaw and Jacques
serve to shorten minor roles without changing the course of the
action in the play.
Poor old Alphonso is raised from the pathetic to the
ridiculous by Vanbrugh' s omission of Fletcher's--
1. Act II scene 1 sp. lk;0 4. Ibid sp. 36 & 57 respectively
2. Act III scene sp. 6 5. Act III scene 1 sps. 2 and 24
3. Ibid. sp. 11 respectively
6. act III scene 4 sps. 6 & 7, and
57 & 58 respectively
*
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Is there ne'er a hole
1
That I may creep in deep enough to die quickly—
for which he later brings in the wish, "hut to escape", a gesture
toward strengthening his characterization; as is the omission
from Pedro's lines (Act III scene 1 sp. 83) of numerous rhapsodic
allusions to Alinda ' s fair hands --which omission raises him from
the asinine to the laconic.
In the latter part of Act IV scene 1, Vanbrugh omits two
short dialogues betv/een Alphonso and Juletta; in the same act,
2
Juletta' s speeches 42 and 34. respectively are cut from 32 to 19
lines so as to leave only the statement of her intentions with
regard to Alphonso, and to leave unexpressed most of her exulta-
tion at his coming discomfiture at her hands. In like manner,
Vanbrugh suppresses her self-deprecation with regard to Alinda,
retaining only her summary of the action just transpired.
In Act IV scene 2 sp.l, Roderigo's summary of his failure
to find the Boy (Alinda) is similarly cut from 21 to 13 lines;
in his dialogue with Pedro (sps. 42 and 60, Fletcher's version)
Vanbrugh cuts variously from 3 to 14 lines, thereby omitting
much oratory and proportionately lightening the action. In
Act IV scene 3 he omits a five-speech dialogue betv/een Alphonso
and his keeper, which, though sprightly enough, is repetitious
in expression, if not in purpose, of a similar dialogue in the
scene preceding.
To summarize the omissions in Act IV: Vanbrugh' s purpose
seems to have been to speed the action, to enliven the dialogue
and, in at least tv/o cases, to modify characterization.
1. Act HE scene 6 sp. 83
2. Act IV scene I
*
(2?)
In Act V, scene 1, Vanbrugh cuts from one to four lines from
each speech in the dialogue between Curio and Seberto, of which
omissions sp. 7 in each version is typical. Respectively, the
speeches are-
Fletcher Vanbrugh
He's well enough, he was a Hang him, he's tough and harsh;
travl'd body, he'll bear a great deal.
And though he be old, he's tough
and will endure well;
But he is violent to find her out.
That his anger leads him a thousand
wild goose chases;
I'll warrant he is well.
In scene 2 he cuts Juletta's first speech from sixteen to
thirteen 3ines without changing either mood or action of the play.
1
In scenes 3 and 2 respectively, Vanbrugh omits a fourteen-line
2
speech in which a native Segovian vindicates Roderigo's outlawry
by whitewashing his character and blaming his enemies. Finally
Fletcher's Governor calls for men to avenge Roderigo's cause--
a dramatic bit which Vanbrugh dispenses with entirely. A repetitious
exposition of Roderigo's virtues is another omission in the same
4
scene; which omission takes the form of the condensation of four
garrulous speeches betv/een Verdugo and the Governor into Verdugo's
observation about Roderigo's unrewarded service to his King--
He has reason: 'twas in his service he undid himself:
And if he had rewarded him as he deserv'd h' had still
to merit more--.
5
In scenes 4 and 3 respectively Roderigo's exclamation about
the two Old Women is cut from seven to one line, while similar sub-
sequent omissions speed up Vanbrugh' s introduction of the seductive
1. Parallel in action but not in scene arrangement
2. Act V scene 1 sp. 12 4. Ibid. Sps. 13-18 inclusive
3. Ibid, sp 21. 5. Act V. Here as in Act II
(See above P. 15) Vanbrugh used
fewer scenes for the same action.
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chants of the two fortune-tellers, (Alinda and Juletta), by
some ten speeches.
In scene 4 Vanbrugh parallels the action of Fletcher's
scene 5; in both of which, speeches are all but identical until
sps. 85, both spoken by Seberto. Respectively, they are—
Fletcher Vanbrugh
Let's in and visit him: Sir, we thank you.
Then to the holy temple: there to
pay our duties
And so we'll take our leave.
Vanbrugh here omits, for the time, scene 6 of Fletcher's
version, in which the courtiers of Verdugo in Segovia, accom-
panied by Pedro and Roderigo, prepare to celebrate the King's
birthday before an altar. Vanbrugh at this point orings in
Alphonso, chastened by severe punishment and rigorous diet into
the antithesis of his former self. Later in the act (scene 5)
Vanbrugh brings in the altar scene, with some additional
material, so that Seberto 's speech, cut as indicated, is Van-
brugh 's last omission in the play.
Summarized, Vanbrugh' s omissions are seen to include:
Phrases that are vicious or cruel*
"Touching" farewells
,
dying-request stuff, etcj
Reference to bribes^
Obsolete words
^
Coarse expressions spoken by women*
Histronics which delay action^
Exaggerated or tortured compliments from men to
women*
Vanbrugh's omissions often arise from his desire to em-
phasize a given trait in character. That is, he simplifies a
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character by stacking out lines v/hich tend to re.iaer it more
complex. His omissions also serve to improve his plays on the
side of theatre practice; serving always to quicken the action
and enliven the dialogue . Ais omissions tend also to lessen
the literary value of The Pilgrim because the passages omitted,
particularly the longer ones, often contain really fine poetry--
as is the case in the omission of Pedro's firy dialogue with
P.oderigo in the latter part of Act IV
—
poetry a, , mirable both in
form and content. Yanbrugh seems to nave retained _.s much as
he thought practicable; but since he was a producer before he was
an author, and knew that the retention of these lines ..ould en-
cumber his play with oratory he omitted the passages in question.
In general Yanbrugh' s omissions shoi that he ha< his eye
on the box-office.
Ill 3. Additions
If the reason for a part of Yanbrugh 's omissions may be
traced to his theatre sense, most, if not all, of his an itions
to the play were made for a like reason.
In Act I scene 2, the Porter's added remark about his
mistress— "This youn~, soft-hearted Listriss of mine do's make
1
the Rogues so familiar" sets the s , age for Alinaa's imminent
appearance. ,Ter interpolated request that the 01c; Pilgrim offer
prayers for her, when he shall have reached the. shrine he seeks,
is not strict theatre but it does serve to ooen the process of
general whitening through which Yanbrugh takes the character-
2
ization of Alinda. The expansion of Curio's—"Deal directly"
—
1. Close or sp. 5
2. Act II scene 1 sps. 17 and 19 respectively
•
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into--"Come Juletta, if you know anything, tell him"—gives a
needed bit of softness to the hitherto brusque lines accorded
this character, adding a change from the poetic to the realistic
quite to be expected.
The stammering servant introduced in the same scene a few
speeches later is an addition which enhances the rough and tumble
side of the piece both by way of Alphonso's increased anger and
the absurd lines of the servant. In the latter part of Act II,
Vanbrugh accords Alinda some few extra arguments for delaying
the execution of Pedro; while early in Act III he accorus her
two extra complaints about the state of her health after her
night of wandering in the forest. Soon after this, Curio inter-
polates the ques tion--"What thieves are they, dost know?" --there-
by lessening the laconic effect of his speeches in this scene.
Late in Act IV Roderigo is given the honor of a speech lengthened
from two to seven lines. Respectively, the speeches are--
an interpolation as much in the spirit of Fletcher as it is of
Vanbrugh.
1
Fletcher Vanbrugh
All I can call a hurt, sticks
in my conscience,
That pricks and tortures me
Thou wrong' st me, much thou
wrong 1 st me: time will con-
vince thee on't, I'll satis-
fy thee any way but this; I
have been wicked but cannot
be a Monster. My sword re-
fuses to attempt the Man
preserved me; it's temper
starts at thy Virtue. If
thou wilt have me fight, give
me an Enemy for thou art *
none , --
1. Act III scene 1 sps. 36-44 inclusive.
I
Vanbrugh' s additions include phrases which carry:
Anticipatory hintsj
Character modificationj
Realistic speech;
Slap-stick inferences*
In general, the additions serve to refurbish the dusty
and motheaten features in Fletcher . Specifically, they unify
the play, modify character, add a dash of slap-stick, and tend
to soften brusque speechesj changes which, as a whole, incline
the play from the comic toward the tragi-comic.
Ill C. Changes within Typical Roles
1. Alphonso
In adapting Alphonso, the heavy . bher, Vanbrugh' s . idea
involved modernization of - his speech and diction, abbreviation
of his lines, and modification of his view point, particularly
with respect to the attitude of a father toward his daughter.
Because this type is the stock fun-maker for both Eliza-
bethan and Restoration audiences, joth authors bring him on
stage with the rise of the curtain and keep him there through
most of the action. Typical minor additions include the oaths,
"and by Jupiter, I will", "wretched, wretched" , "'Ons and the
sainting of this young harlot will cost dear." An interest-
ing change in diction comes out of Pletoner's "What wou'd the
Flirt have", which Vanbrugh changes to read, "I'll not be fool'd
nor flurted.
J1
(32)
1
Fletcher has Alphonso exit after speech 38, but Vanbrugh
omits any such dismissal tho' the ensuing dialogue between
Alinda and the Pilgrim logically, should not be heard by Alphon-
so.
2
A typical paraphrase is shown in the passage which follows:
Fletcher Vanbrugh
Her bawd, her fiddle-stick, Servant! Her Bawdl Her
Fiddle-Stick:
Her body-fairy to oil the door
o' night Her body-fairy to oil the
the door o 1 nights
That they may open with descretion
That they mayn't creak,
Her gith, her nut-crack! Where is she infamy?
At this point Vanbrugh has the maid ejected on the command,
"Out of my doors--", twenty-one speeches earlier than Fletcher,
whose catechism of the servants by Alphonso, Vanbrugh places
after Juletta is ordered out.
Additions also include the introduction of two servants-
drunk and stammering, respectively--who serve to balance Fletcher's
staid and sober servant already deleted. None of Alphonso 's
speeches to these new characters seems to have been inspired by
lines from Fletcher. This addition approaches the slap-stick and
brings the Restoration version several degrees nearer farce than
Fletcher's version.
Another Restoration influence is evident in Vanbrugh'
s
deletion of Alphonso 's second attempt to induce Juletta to dis-
close the whereabouts of her mistress. The passage in question
can serve no dramatic purpose--it is repetition; but it does afford
an opportunity for the two comic characters engaged in meaningless
1. Act I scene 2
2. Act II scene 1
f
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argument to hold the stage along. The deletion of this garrulous
passage is significant in that it marks the passing of that fond-
ness for garrulity and badinage which characterized an Elizabethan
audience.
hen Fletcher's heavy father cones on stage in Act III, he
is living up to his reputation. Bellowing like ah ox
Bring me my captain! ..here's my ca tain
he subsides into the cowed and plaintive
the devil has haunted me
T I th T likeness of a voice, ... etc.
Vanbrugh reverses this frame of mind bringing him on quietly
with
Prithee, bring me to thy Captain...
which rises into the savage
The Devil has enticed me with the voice of a VJiore...
with which Vanbrugh hustles poor Old iflphonso off stuge; another
bit which enhances the slap-stick tendencies noticeable in Al-
phonso f s role
.
Vanbrugh shortens Act IV by the deletion of a series of
short exchanges between Alphonso and a Gentleman about the state
of Alphonso ! s clothes and of the mad-house in general. Vanbrugh
here portrays his low-comedy character as more lusty, more in-
sistent in joining his demand to see the in-mates of the mad-
house. ..-..s the scene progresses, Alphonso, t. ough inaured in
this mad-house by tormentors, is more jovial, more equal to the
situation than is Fletcher's version of the same type in the
sane aredicament . Alphonso' s meeting ..ith the mad tailor is a
case in point.
Hey Day; a mad Taylor too? ".7hat the Fox
made thee mad?
says this whole-souled, back-slapping heavy. Fletcher's version
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of Alphonso in the mad-house has him in a rage from beginning
to end. It has Alphonso admit his madness to his keeper, who,
often threatening him with whips, tells him that he is "dog-mad",
to which Alphonso replies
I do not perceive I am so; but if you think it
Nor I'll be hanged if it be so...
Fletcher closes the act with Alphonso wailing in the same idi-
otic vein.
Vanbrugh' s Alphonso, on the other hand, knows that he is
in a mad-house. He does not know how he came there, but he
knows that he is not crazy. Lustily and logically he protests
against the punishment given him at Juletta's instructions, but
he never thinks of questioning his own sanity. His tolerant
acceptance of his situation is indicated in his reply to his
keepers
;
I hope all will be well. Really, I find my-
self at this time as I think,
Very serviceable--of some stroakes j 1 the back.
At the close of the scene, threatened with deeding
,
phys ic
,
and a diet of water grewel , he exits with his keepers murmur-
ing
That a wretched dog am II
the expression of a man in a dilemna and cognizant of the fact.
Act V scene 4 finds the heavy father ridiculously chas-
tened in mind and body. Offered sympathy by his henchmen,
Curio and Seberto, he reveals the mushroom development of his
meekness in the lines
But soft no flights; Passions are all forbid ne.
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Let your tongue go like a pendulum, s teddy;
Or that gentler.an there will regulate your
motion
With 50 stroakes o 1 the back presently. — -
an implication of slap-stick absent in -^'letcher. The chastened
vein is emphasized when Alphonso thanks the Keeper for his
"Bounty", and hopes for the chance to repay him. both authors
endow Alphonso with the desire for repentance, absolution, and
another chance to be revenged upon his enemy; a succession of
desires probably as stock today as it was to Elizabethan or Resto
ration times.
Near the close of the play, the adapted Alphonso takes on
a new idea; that is, he ceases to care who marries his daughter,
implying that she is beyond his control. Also, consistently
enough with his new-founded craftiness, he sees in Alinda * s mar-
riage to this Pilgrim a self-inflicted punishment brought upon
her in payment for having disobeyed him; all of which may be one
version of poetic justice and a sentimental trait, but is much
more apt to be the design of a reasoning and cantakerous old
father. In any case, it is more iconic- in effect than Fletcher's
whining cringeing version of the same role.
The general effect of Vanbrugh's adaptation of Alphonso
is to lengthen his lines by means of expressions which add to the
realistic portrayal of a county squire; to modernize and rational
ize his attitude toward his daughter's disobedience; to bring
into sharper contrast Alphonso' s original asinity with his sub-
sequent craftiness; in short, to accent and generally make the
most of this, the heavy comic in a comic play.
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Fletcher's Alphonso is trie conventional heavy father
imported via Jonson into English comedy. Vanbrugh' s Alphonso
smells of whiskey and of the racing-stable.
2. Alinda
In Act I Vanbrugh makes three types of change in the
characterization of Alinda.
In a general way she is more submissive and sentimental;
toward servants and underlings, she is more refined in speech;
while in her attitude toward her lover, she is more active and
resourceful
.
Vanbrugh introduces Alinda on a sentimental note. At her
entrance she is greeted with three speeches— two from her father
and one from Seberto, during all of which she maintains a meek
and maidenly reserve; a characteristic which her first speech is
designed to intensify. It is addressed to her father and runs —
Sir you know I'm all obedience; there is
nothing but my prayers and tears oppose you.
Continuing her martyr-role she says
Wou'd I could thank you Father, but your
cruelty won't give me leave.
Grant Heav'n I mayn't forget my duty to him;
all of which sentimentality Vanbrugh invents without any in-
spiration' from Fletcher. He further modifies the characteriza-
tion of Alinda by the deletion from the close of the scene
a series of speeches in which Alinda voices ultra-Fletcherian
ideas of love and marriage; much like those of Fletcher's heroines
in The Wild-Goose Chase ; and far too frankly and strongly ex-
pressed to come from the lips of the more repressed, but no less
#
(3*
knowing, heroine which Vanbrugh seems to favor.
Both authors here cause Alinda to exit on the plea of
attending to her charities. She re-enters with the question
from which Vanbrugh has deleted Fletcher's "You dull knave".
The parallel passages below indicate the same kind of change.
changes which bring Alinda much nearer to our idea of what a
lady might say in similar circumstances.
When Alinda first sees Pedro, her disguised lover, Vanbrugh
gives her three lines for an exposition of her feelings and seven
for an address to the man himself--a contraction of Fletcher's
eight- and fifteen-line exposition of the same respective themes.
Similar contractions occur all along with the mind of Vanbrugh'
s
heroine made up to-she is not sure what-but to something that
will recompense this handsome young pilgrim for having promised
to pray for her when he shall have reached the shrine he seeks.
In Act II, Vanbrugh 1 s adaptation of Alinda runs -.ore to-
ward re-arrangement for dramatic purposes than towards modifica-
tion of character. Fletcher's lines are shortened, his disguise
retained and Alinda 's vamping of Roderigo comes earlier in the
last scene; a change which incidentally affords us the chance of
learning Roderigo 's reaction to the said vamping— a thrill which
Fletcher denies us.
Alinda does not re-enter until the close of Act II. Van-
brugh brings her on with Roderigo, disguised, and speaking "like
priest", (Act II scene 2 sp. 92). To Fletcher's resolution to
Why are not the poor wretches serv'd yet?
Do you make sport, sir, with their
miseries?
You drowsy rogue...
Do you make sport with
their miseries?
Sir, learn more Humanity
or I shall learn a way
to teach it to you!
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let Roderigo hang Pedro, Alinda adds a bit of flattery-
Now seal his pardon; and when he appears a
subject fit for anger
Then strike the noble blow.
.
an injunction to which Roderigo accedes at once in the adapta-
tion, but argues about in the original; all of which may or may
not indicate that Vanbrugh' s heroine is more effectively persua-
sive than Fletcher* si
In Act III, modifications in Alinda 's role include para-
phrase, inserted lamentations about her injuries, and the sub-
stitution of certain new words.
A typical paraphrase is (Act III scene 3)
Fletcher
Though ye are honest men, I fear I'm glad you're gone,
our fingers Gentlemen; I know you are
And glad I am got off. Oh how I honest men, but I don't
tremble! know whether you are on
Send me but once within his arms, my side upon this occation:
dear Fortune, Lord how I tremble, send
And then come all the world-What me but once into Pedro's
shall I do now? arms, Dear Fortune and
'Tis almost night again, and where there come what will- -which
to lodge me I know not. way shall I go what shall I
These wild-woods, and the fancies I do? 'tis almost night again,
have in me will run me mad. and I know not where to got..
Lodging. These wild-wouds
and the various fancies that
pass my brain will run me
mad.
Vanbrugh' s change of Alinda 's ryal to Royal is noteworthy
as is his reversion to the Elizabethan triple negative in
I care not for your Rryal nor you neither. .
a device which Fletcher had avoicud by writing the line thus
I care not for thy ryal: I have other business.
In Act IV Alinda 's adaptation consists wholly in minor
changes in her lines, which though they render them more familiar,
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do not change their sense or purpose.
In Act V Vanbrugh changes Alinda from the conventional
heroine into the Restoration version of musical comedy star.
Her love affair, hitherto so firmly resolved upon by herself and
so faithfully carried out by Juletta, is lost sight of while she
herself in various disguises, sings, dances, and engages in
other activity not at all germane to her love affair with Pedro.
In short, Act V Qf the adaptation shows Alinda not so much Pedro's
sweetheart as a shepherdess who sings pastoral lyrics in r onor
of the King's birthday, leaving her father and Pedro the final
seal on her betrothal.
A summary of the modifications undergone by Alinda makes
clear the fact that in Act I, she is decidedly sentimentalized.
In dealing with servants and underlings she is more refined in
speech, while with reference to her lover, she is resolute and
outspoken, but not very specific--a decided change from Fletcher's
knowingly modest prototype.
Act II makes Alinda more religious, especially so when
she remembers that her lover is bent on a pilgrimage to a shrine.
She is also an appealing and effective vamp--two chun^es which
modify her on the side of sentimentality. Act III causes Alinda
to undergo hardship with much lamentation and profession of
fear; while Act IV does not change her except as she remains
consistent with the adaptation in ^ct III.
At the close of the play, Alinda lapses into musical
comedy; hence the sum total of the change is, that she is highly
sentimentalized and, in general, brought into stronger contrast
with her maid, and with her father.
••
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3, Juletta
In adapting, "one of the gayest soubrettes ever invented
••, »
.j i
,
by a dramatist Vanbrugh's task was modified by his purpose in
adapting the play. That is, he proposed to change her as little
as possible, retaining her action almost identically, and chang-
ing her lines and characterization only as his own age demanded.
Juletta, with Alphonso, is the principal agent in carrying on the
action which centers in her mistress, Alin. a. Naturally we ex-
pect to find her role changed only in language anci diction.
2
In Act I her lines are paraphrased while one dialogue
(already mentioned) with Alinda, is deleted, k typical para-
phrase is
Fletcher Aanbrugh
a lusty handsome fellow a lusty handsome felloe
Is even so goou a pill to purge that ..ill make such a bustle
this melancholy about you, he T ll send your sple
As ever Galen gave; and I am sure to the Devil, Madam,
more natural. . .than wine
and saffran.
Yanbrugh follows Fletcher in spurring her to action by
o
means of hectoring from Alphonso. . o deletions include that of
Alphonso f s attempt at bribery, to accomplish the same end, at the
close of Act I.
Obviously, these deletions include only incidental action,
juletta in the adaptation, is as much the motivating spirit as she
is in the original. She closes Act I by declaring herself to be
the helper of ..linda and the hectorer of Alphonso.
She aoes not annear in Act II.
1. Ward, A. W. 2, p. 706
2. :,ee above III G 2 Alinda
3. See Above, p. 35
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In Act III she is concerned with helping Alinda. No
incident is changed.
In Act IV, where Juletta endeavors -and succeed^ in tor-
turing Alphonso almost "beyond endurance, her vindictiveness is
increased, as is her mirth at Alphonso' s successive discomfitures.
Fundamentally, Act IV leaves Juletta as Vanbrugh found her. In
effect, she is stronger, more aggressive, in contrast with Alinda,
who has grown proportionately sentimental.
In Act V, Juletta is still more decisive and quick-witted.
In closing the play, Vanbrugh makes much of her tormenting Al-
phonso, hitherto relayed to us through the reports of Alphonso
and Juletta, rather than by actual presentation. Vanbrugh spins
out the close of the play by allowing Juletta directly to plague
the old man—a thing which Fletcher does not permit. The excerpt
which follows is typical:
Jule. Sometimes I'm a drum, Sir; a drum at mid-night, Ran
tan dan, dra dan tan, Sir: a page too, upon occasion to
carry Letters for securing of old strollers.
Alph. Thou art the devil.
Jule. I'm worse, Sir, I'm an old Woman that tells
Fortunes
.
Rod. Ha J
Jule. And fright* Pilgrims , and sends 'em to Segovia for
their Fortunes. I am Musick too, anything to do her good.
And now she has got her Lover, I am Juletta again, and at
your service, Sir, if you please to forgive me.
* Nonesuch, V. II p. 141
#
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Alph. I dare do no otherwise, lest thou shou'dest follow
me still: so I desire we may be Friends with all ray heart:
and Gentlemen, if any of you have a mind to marry her
—
Jule. Sir, I am oblig'd to you; but I'm marry 1 d to my
Mistress; with her I hope to pass some three or fourscore
Years; so when you have any more Prank to Play, Sir, you know
where to have rae--
Alph. 'Tis very well, I shall be sure to send to thee.
Juletta 's closing lines are no less inconsequential than
those of Alinda. Vanbrugh follows Fletcher in causing her to
become more important as scenery than as an actress, tho 1 in
both versions she torments Alphonso until he begins the dialogue
with Pedro which closes the play.
A review of Juletta's lines indicates that Vanbrugh has
modified her less than he did Alinda. Fletcher makes her hard-
boiled in sentiment and expression—much like Alinda. Vanbrugh
leaves Juletta much as he finds her, only paring off an occasional
crudity in her speech, and thereby portrays her in contrast with
the sentimentalized Alinda, instead of the supplement which she
is in the older version.
In both portrayals, Juletta is a delightful soubrette;
but in Vanbrugh' s adaptation she contrasts with rather than com-
plements her mistress, thereby enlivening her own role of key-
character, and adding balance to the play as a whole.
•
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4. Pedro
In adapting Pedro, Yanbrugh found but fen changes neces-
sary, and these mainly, are deletion. In sequence and dramatic
arrangement Act I is practically unchanged, and Pedro, a love-
and-honor hero, is unaltered.
A characteristic paraphrase runs
Fie tcher
I am, dear lady
And such a comfort you have
cast upon me,
That though I struggle with
mine own calamities,
Too nighty, too many for my
manage
;
And though like angry waves
they curl'd upon me,
Contending proudly who should
first devour me,
Yet I would stem their danger.
In Act I of both versions, -L eciro , s action ana language are
approximately the same, except for the changes noted; in which
Yanbrugh has him turn away from Alinda T s first speeches, whereas
Fletcher causes him to reply at once—a touch of melancholy in
the new version, tending to enhance the honour side of this
love-and-honour hero.
Act II seems to nave re uired some dramatic re-arrangeme r,t
in minor details. Deletions there are in plenty—as many as four
teen lines to a single speech; the general effect of which seems
to make the hero more proud, more reserved and more heroic, with
the emphasis again on the honour aspect of the love -ana-honor
theme. Drastic changes are unnecessary, for Pedro's lines fall
naturely into blank verse. Yanbrugh does strengthen Pecro's con-
cluding taunt changing it from
Thou shamest the Spanish honour
~nb rugh
I am, fair Angel; and such a
comfort from your "..or s I feel,
that tho* calamities, like inky
wave a, onr1 ?round
,
contending
proudly who shall just discover
me, yet will I stem their danger
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to
Thou shame to Spanish Ponour!
a characteristic minor change.
1
Deletions of b4 and 17 lines follow; also an adaptation
i.i ..iiich Pedro is accorded two relatively long speecues uninter-
rupted by taunts from eitner Poderigo or uis henchmen. This
change serves to speed up the action but it lowers the dramatic
intensity of the scene.
Vanbrugn here allocs - edro sundry protestations to Alinda
and causes him to exit in croud submission at a bruscv.e command
from Roderigo.
In general Act II modifies Pedro as a character, on the
side of honor.
In Act III, the love motive becomes prominent, both before
and after Pedro's recognition of his sweetheart as a boy. -Van-
brugh here allov.s Pedro relatively more lix.es in which to rhap-
sodize to and about Alinda, but he takes care, evidently, not to
weaken the neroic cnaracteristic which he established in Act II.
Act IV brings the honour theme again into prominence; a
theme which achieves full augmentation when Pedro's nobility of
character so inspires Poderigo that he turns from feudal enemy
and rival in love to ally and retainer.
The first v.e hear of Pedro in Act IV is alinda 's unac-
counted for
Is not that Pedro? *Tis he
—
2
Vanbrugn has given no stage-direction for Pedro's appearance at
this time, nor is there a logical reason for uis doing so; which
1. ^ct II scene 2;
,
sps. 40 and 47 of Fletcher's version.
2. See ^Poove, note 1, p. 18
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makes Alinda's suppressed exclamation look like a slip; the
more so since Vanbrugh does not find it necessary for Pedro to
speak until later in the scene; at which point both speech and
action parallel those of Fletcher who, incidentally, delays
Pedro's entrance until he is needed to dispense the peasants
1
bent on killing the outlaw, Roderigo.
Pedro now passes up a very good chance to take revenge
upon his enemy, and challenges Roderigo to single combat. This
challenge and Roderigo ! s reply are shortened from the long and
circumspect lines of Fletcher who seems not to reach a definite
climax in his argument about honour, out allows the combatants to
2
ramble through some fifty lines or so of bombast on that subject.
This is the most obvious and most effective change in Act IV.
In Act V, the honour motive is still prominent, plus more
than a touch of Spanish melancholy. Adaptations in lines
parallel with those in Alinda's appear, but they do not vary
noticeably, from Fletcher's. Pedro's love-affair is here sub-
merged and his energies diverted into the rendition of theme-
song and special dance; a fact which brings him into clear va-
riance with his melancholy original, and helps to modify Van-
brugh' s adaptation still more on the side of farce-comedy.
Early in the play Pedro as an honour hero is given emphasis
in that role. His later metamorphosis into a singer of theme
songs, not only mars this intention, but serves to mongrelize a
play already sufficiently mixed in motive.
1. See Dyce, A., Works of Beaumont and John Fletcher, Vol 8, The
Pilgrim, Act IV scene 1.
2. Sprague, A.C., Beaumont and Fletcher on the Restoration Stage,
Note 3, p. 246, says, "The ethics of duelling seem to have
been of peculiar interest to Fletcher: witness The Little
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5. Koderigo
In adapting Acts I and II of Fletcher's Roderigo
,
Vanbrugh
used paraphrase, transfer of lines between Koderigo and his
second outlaw, exchange in character names, condensation of the
torture episode and insertion of Roderigo' s attempt to bribe
Alinda.
In dealing with Roderigo, leader of a robber-band and
Alphonso's choice for a son-in-law, Vanbrugh follows Fletcher in
bringing him on stage at the beginning of Act Ilj during which
the lines in the two roles are approximately parallel in meaning.
Roderigo, as a true honour-villain, is very generous when talking
about Pedro (the hero and his enemy) and extremely contankerous
,
not to say hard-boiled, when talking to him. In his quarrel with
Pedro, Roderigo 's first speech is in this vein and designates
Pedro's father as Alonzo instead of Feranuo of the older ver-
sion.
A typical paraphrase appears in hi a orders to hang Pedro:
Fletcher Vanbrugh
Truss him up, I say Truss up the prisoner.
Hear him not prate, Up with him I say.
Will none of ye obey? What do the villains gaze
Why stand ye gazing? at?
Rats take ye, Rascals Why am I not obey'd?
Dispatch the prater.
Vanbrugh here shortens Act II by deleting Pedro's im-
precations against Roderigo—a bit of condensation which he
balances by causing the outlaw to succumb to Alinda 's charms and
French Lav/ye r, A King and No King , The Nice Valour , The Lover's
Progress
,
etc. Vanbrugh' s deletion of these lines may indicate
that, in his day, interest in the minutiae of duelling had waned.
*
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to grant her a second interview on the question of hanging
her lover. Preceding this exit the Captain of the outlav/s has
"become interested in Alinda's suggestion that he, Roderigo,
should reserve Pedro--presurnably for torture rather than dis-
patch him at once; so that with Vanbrugh, the walk in the forest
is a device to clear the stage; whereas Fletcher delays Alinda's
suggestion about saving Roderigo for torture and leaving them
on-stage, giving them the long closing dialogue, which Vanbrugh
deletes. At this point Vanbrugh lengthens this speech of the
villain-in-love to include a sentimental tribute to Alinda,
and womenkind
—
quite at variance with Roderigo' s former brusque-
ness
.
Late in scene 1 of Act IV, Roderigo re-enters. Here
Fletcher has him in Pilgrim' s habit , a costume which Vanbrugh
does not mention. Roderigo having verbally proclaimed that
Alinda shall not again deceive him by the mere use of boy's
clothing, promptly fails to recogni-e her as a Fool --the dis-
guise she adopts when she learns that there is a mad-house in
the neighborhood. At her suggestion he has his fortune told
and is properly amazed at her correct account of his recent
misfortune and her accurate report of his immediate intentions
—
all of which Vanbrugh shortens by some 16 speeches. Worthy of
mention is Vanbrugh' s retention of another sentimental touch
whereby Roderigo, overwhelmed rather too easily by Pedro's
"nobility", resolves to become his follower and ally. From
this point the swashbuckling villain is dead, leaving merely
* See above P. 17
»
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the reformed out lav/; in any case, a poor substitute.
At the beginning of Act V Roderigo 's new-found virtues
are extolled by numerous underlings after which he rhapsodizes
on the beauties of nature and the faithfulness which he owes to
his newly-annexed master. His only reversion to vagabond-lover
consists in the startled "Ha", which escapes him where Juletta,
in revealing who she is to Alphonso, inadvertently (?) makes
the revelation to Roderigo. At the celebration of the King's
birthday Roderigo spouts a bit of poetry in keeping with his
newly-assumed role of mildness --a role v/hich Vanbrugh spins out
so that Roderigo must sing alone, as do three of the other prin-
cipals in the adaptation.
Although Roderigo is modified by Vanbrugh 1 s adaptation,
his change in character is not marked^a^ is that of Alphonso.
True, he is sentimental, but Fletcher had made more than a
beginning in that direction. The tribute to Alinda is the
first step in the adaptation toward enhancing this quality.
This touch added to his reformation, an episode from the origin-
al, takes av/ay Roderigo' s last claim to villainy and leaves him
totally uninteresting, except as stage scenery.
As if submergence of his personality were not enough,
Roderigo, together with Pedro, Alinda and Juletta, must sing
and dance so that the curtain may fall on a spectacular close.
In fine, Vanbrugh' s adaptation of Roderigo changes him from a
first-role villain into a common hoofer.
* See close of Act II, Nonesuch V. 2
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IV . Summary
In summarizing Vanbrugh's adaptations one notes the
following:
1. They are prompted by his knowledge of conditions which
include
:
a. Popular mawkishness of his day on questions of
morality and religion;
b. Love of spectacle peculiar to the new, middle-class
audience
;
c. The author's sense of what was theatrically effective',
d. The tendency toward reform crystallized in Collier's
"A Short View";
e. Vanbrugh's natural inclination toward reform in
morals
.
2. In the actual adaptations we find that those in scenic
arrangement and stage-craft arise often from necessity but not
infrequently from carelessness; and that changes in language
and abbreviations are dictated by no consistent policy.
In the matter of omissions, Vanbrugh's purpose is mainly
to delete whatever is vicious or cruel; also references to dis-
honesty, coarseness in women, and histrionics in general.
Additions include anticipatory hints which strengthen the
play, remarks and attitudes which modify characterization, details
tending toward realism, and implications of slap-stick.
5. In the matter of actual adaptation, Vanbrugh did most of
his work with five principal characters, all types, the first of
which is the heavy father
. Alphonso in this adaptation, undergoes
* Krutch, J.W., Comedy and Conscience after the Restoration
,
p. 112
.
Columbia, Ohio, 1924.
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a relatively complete change. A clown in the original, in
the adaptation he is realistic. His viewpoint is modernized so
that he feels, and admits, that he no longer has any po. er to
influence his daughter's conduct. He is decidedly more of a
rake—and proportionately more philosophical in accepting the
consequences of ...is rakishness. Like Sir John hrute he is able
to see the value of a strategic retreat.
In fine, the changes made in ^lphonso are such as to
modify the entire play from the romantic comedy of Fletcher,
toward pure farce. Considered alone, Alphonso is farce and
carries the adaptation in the same direction. Other elements,
however, prevent this metamorphosis in toto .
Alinila
.
the heroine, is modified in the other direction.
Tier role consists in wanting what she is unable to obtain—
a
role which determines her own characterization and the action of
the piece. To begin with, she is helpless and appealing. Van-
brugh enhances these qualities by refining her speech and in-
clining her toward modesty, restraint and longing plaintively ex-
pres e
,
added to xioticeabiy by additional tears. Fundamentally,
she is not changed, for though her- dialogue is relatively adapted,
it is no less knowing than that of ..osalura and Lillia-Bianca,
her prototypes in Fletcher's The Wild Goos ; Chase
.
In both versions, Alinda's religious practices no less
than her attitude toward her father, render her mawkish; the
*See the Provok'd Wife, Act V scene 6, in which Sir John says, "Shall
I die a hero, or live a rascal? .. . ..~hy wiser men than I have con-
cluded that a living dog is better than a dead lion."
*•
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adaptation through Act IV renders her sentimental—the perfect
beauty - in-d is tress . With Act V, however, all these tears are
congealed presumably, in mid-air. In any case, A.linda , is made
to forget her love affair and become a musical-comedy star--in
which roie we leave her because the play closes too soon for her
to assume a third incarnate form.
It is the adapted Al inda who keeps the play from becoming
the farce the adapted Alnhonso sets out to make it.
A thira type of principal character is adapted in Juletta
,
the soubrette. The principal agent in forwarding the action, she
is changed least of ail. Tne adaptation does refine her speech,
leaving her relatively aggressive in action. Her roie is com-
plementary to that of Alinda; i.e., sne does for Alinda what
Alinda cannot do for herself. As an adaptation, Juletta T s modi-
fication is relative, not absolute.
Pedro, the iionour hero, is modified on the side of helpless-
ness and melancholy. Endowed from the start with "ohe honour
trappings—i.e., the victim of a family feud, despised by his
swee uaeart r s father; naturally indolent, orobably afraid and
presumably broke, he decides to become a pilgrim—an inspired
decision really, for one so situated. Once he adopts the role
of Pilgrim his work is done. He has only to be melancholy, twirl
his mustachios and wait for Juletta to develop her plans which,
When completed, leave Pedro in the 1ov
e
-anu - 1 ;onour class, but
with the emphasis shifted from honour to love. Passive in the
original, he is more so in the adaptation; from which all re-
ferences implying decision are taKen out. Since his iove-and-
honour protestations are undisturbed, Pedro, adapted, is
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
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relatively more martyr-like and noble than his original.
Of the characters adapted, Roderigo
,
though relatively
unchanged, seems to suffer most in the process. Fletcher
allows him to degenerate f rom fire-eating out lav. to meek and
holy pilgrim; but Vanbrugn in conveying Roderigo into the
field of song and dance reduces hip to the last degree of ig-
nominy. This relative change in Roderigo serves--as much as
any one thing can serve--to weaken ana sentimentalize the
adaptation.
If Vanbrugh had modified all his principals alter the
fashion of Alphonso
,
he would have given us The Pilgrim as a
robustious farce-comeay . If he had xiox changed the relation
between the roles of Alinda and Juletta , he might still have
left us a farce. If he had left Pedro more honour and less
love, or had admitted humor to his characterization, a tolerable
burlesque might have been achieved. It is Roderigo
,
obviously,
who labels the play as sentimental . His degeneration from out-
law, through aide to common hoofer, serves to scramble hope-
lessly a play already too much mongrel i zed. His adaptation,
together with that of Alinda and Pedro , mark the play definitely
as sentimental comedy.
f
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ADDE] :UA
For the sake of clearness the directions for background
on pgs. 14-17, inclusive, ha¥@ been typed in quotation narks
in order to set them off from the stage direction. In the
original, Fletcher uses small capitals for Loth scenic and
stage directions. Vanbrugh used snail capitals or italics
,
apparently following no fixed rule.





